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A Taste of the Tampa Bay

Jewish Food Festival
Drive-Thru Event

Limited items. Pre orders required.

Virtual Bingo
coming soon!
See details on page 3

Please continue to check the temple
website and facebook page to
find our ongoing virtual activities

Rabbinic Ruminations by Rabbi Joshua Lobel
During the time between Passover and Shavuot, it is traditional to
read a classic rabbinic text known as
Pirkei Avot, often translated as “The Ethics of the
Fathers.” As we count
down the weeks and days
to the festival which celebrates the revelation of
the Torah at Mt. Sinai,
studying this collection
of foundational principles and moral teachings
is designed to prepare
ourselves spiritually to
symbolically receive this
sacred gift.
One of the most famous teachings from Pirkei Avot comes from
the ancient and revered sage, Hillel.
Renowned for his scholarship, his
kindness, and his patience, Hillel’s
teachings have guided the Jewish
community for centuries. In Pirkei
Avot, Hillel states, “If I am not for
myself, who will be for me? If I am
only for myself, what am I? And, if
not now, when?”
This teaching perfectly encapsulates a dichotomy which exists within Jewish tradition – the balance
between the needs of the individual
and our responsibilities as members
of a larger community. As individuals, there are moments when we
need to stand up for ourselves, to be
our own advocate. We are permitted, even encouraged, to look out for
our own needs. But that is not the
whole story. For Judaism espouses
that we cannot only care about our
own desires, our own wants. We are
part of something greater. We have
responsibilities to our friends, our
neighbors, our society. Their happiness, their well-being, must also
be precious to us. We must strive to
do our part in upholding our obliga2
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tions towards the communal weal.
We must be ever conscientious of
weighing what is beneficial to us
and what is imperative
for our community.
How relevant this
teaching is to us today
as we confront the challenges brought about by
COVID-19. As states
begin to reopen, as restaurants, salons, and entertainment venues start
phasing in their businesses, we need to figure
out how to weigh our individual needs and our
obligations to our community. As
Jews, we must always be mindful of
our actions, ensuring that our deeds
bring about positive change, that
our behaviors foster goodness, justice, and peace in the world. How
much the more so in our current reality, when our choices may impact
the health and safety of others.

We all yearn for things to “go back
to normal.” We all want to move
forward and get back to doing the
things we normally do without any
concerns or any restrictions. After
the past couple of months, this is
completely understandable. But we
must be patient. Even as we begin
a “phased re-opening” of our society, let us continue to be guided by
the principles of our Jewish tradition, particularly our commitment
to balancing individual desires and
communal needs. Let us also remember our adherence to the highest of Jewish values, pikuach nefesh,
saving a life. We may be anxious to
return to a sense of normalcy, but
let us not risk our health and the
health of others by acting carelessly, with only the thought of fulfilling our own desires as our primary
motivation. Let us remember that
we are part of a greater community
and we all need to look out for each
other. As Hillel reminds us, let us
take care of our needs, but always
with a thought for the welfare of our
society. If not now, when?

2020/2021

Torah Circle Donors

(Donations made above and beyond annual dues)
5/5/2020 - 5/20/2020

TZEDEK ( Righteousness)

EMUNAH ( Faith)

Denise Kirschbaum
Barry & Polly Kraus
Ben Schaffer
& Stephanie Van Zandt

Frances Krutchick

2019/2020
CHESED ( Kindness)

GEVURAH (Strength)

Mark & Judy Klein

Jay & Sandy Epstein
Ron & Sheila Miller

We deeply regret omitting
Mark & Judy Klein from
the 2019/20 list.

Laura’s Notes By Laura Berkson
It is mid-May and as I write this,
I’m doing what most people I know
have been doing for the past 8 weeks.
I’m sheltered at home, working
from home, and conducting business, classes, services, and meetings on Zoom. For
those who haven’t seen
it, there’s a photo that’s
been going around the
internet. It says there’s
a “new Yiddish word:
“Oyzgezoomt” = Overexposed to, fatigued
by, exhausted from,
bored by, had it with…
Zoom!” “Ich bin azoy
‘oysgezoomt!” (I’m so
done with Zoom!) And
yet, the online platforms that we’ve
been using have helped many of us
to stay connected, working, meeting, teaching, learning, singing,
praying, and even just seeing one
another’s faces, hearing each other’s
voices. So, for that I’m grateful. I’m
also grateful for the staff who have
been keeping TBI humming along
as best as we can. The “new normal,” be it ever so abnormal, is what
we have for now. And people are being very creative in keeping members of our community engaged
during this very challenging time.
I appreciate having been a part of
this group of creative and dedicated individuals. TBI has a staff that
has worked extremely hard over the
past five years to maintain congregational continuity and to help our
community flourish.
This is not the way I would choose
to say goodbye, who knows, perhaps
by the end of June there may be a
way to say farewell in person. Yet,
I’m not sure there will be any other
way to do so before June 30, so I’d
like to say thank you to the TBI community for the five years we have

spent together, celebrated, created,
worshipped, sung, grieved, learned,
healed, and cared for one another.
I extend my thanks to Rabbi Daniel Treiser z”l, Rabbi Joshua Lobel,
Barbara Bloom, Angela Wachtler,
Dani Gamson, Bridget
Siegel-Fultz, Carl Abbott, Al Rodriguez,
Rick McMullin and
Sonia Garces, and to
the presidents, Denise
Kirschbaum, Paul
Gross, Polly Kraus
and Nina Warshofsky; for being devoted
work partners. I also
thank all the members
of Kol Rina Choir; the
cast and crew of the five Purimspiels
I have had the pleasure to direct and
produce; the musicians who have
played in the bands of our Friday
Night Live services; and Don Rolander, for all of their dedication to
supporting the arts at TBI and the
music of our worship services. To
all the students I have taught, all the
families and teachers I have worked
with, I wish you all the best in whatever your future brings. Last, but
certainly not least, thank you to all
of you in the TBI family who helped
to make Penney and me feel so at
home for the past five years.
It’s strange to write this while

not knowing what is next for me.
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, in his book
The Dignity of Difference, wrote:
“Change has become part of the
texture of life itself, and there are
few things harder to bear than constant flux and uncertainty.” Change
is the only constant in life, and we
Reform Jews have known for centuries that change is part of the living
fabric of Judaism. Judaism’s continued evolution is shaped by our
responses to challenge and change.
This has been a key to our growth
as a people, not just our ability to
survive but to thrive.
Author William Arthur Ward
wrote: “The pessimist complains
about the wind. The optimist expects it to change. The realist adjusts the sails.” I’ve often said that
I’m a combination of optimist and
realist. Now it’s time for me to adjust the sails and head into the asyet uncharted part of my journey,
whatever it may be. I go forward
in gratitude and faith. To quote
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks once again,
as he wrote in From Optimism to
Hope: “Faith isn’t certainty. It’s the
courage to live and even celebrate in
the very heart of uncertainty, knowing that God is with us, giving us
the strength to meet any challenge
that undiscovered country called
tomorrow may bring.”
Bivrachot (with blessings),
Laura

Virtual Bingo

Wednesday June 17 at 6:30 PM. Zoom meeting info:

us02web.zoom.us/j/87156528476?pwd=VHpxM3FQbGZqSjRnSGZiR1ZtNkp6dz09
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York); Meeting ID: 871 5652 8476; Password: 191709

Wednesday July 1 at 6:30 PM. Zoom meeting info:

us02web.zoom.us/j/82129709900?pwd=SGNLdEU4V2picEtiL0xUb3pSM3Y2dz09
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York); Meeting ID: 821 2970 9900; Password: 628398
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Thank You

Temple General Fund
In Memory Of:

Donations received between 4.1.20 - 5.12.20

Irving Baker, Laura Baker...........Bonnie Baker
Paul Baughman.............................Barbara Baughman
Beatrice Garfes..............................Ann & Peter Blumencranz
Jules W. Bragin..............................Marc W. Bragin
Dr. Sam Beanstock........................Frank Cain
Walda Mantell...............................Sandy & Jay Epstein
Benjamin Greengold, Aranka Jacubovics,
Berta Jacubovics, Jeno Jacubovics,
Hana Judakovics,
Ignats Judakovics..........................Julian & Elizabeth Greengold
Milton Geiger................................Marcia Hano
A. Louis Botwick,
William Krutchick........................Frances Krutchick
Florence Goldberg.........................Roger & Lila Kumar
Jack Landress.................................Harvey Landress
Max Rubin......................................Elsa Mekosh
Minnie Miller,
Dr. Howard Rubin........................Israel & Elaine Miller
Maxine Roth..................................Endi & Stan Newmark
Frank L. Pollack, M.D.................Ronnie Pollack
George Brodney,
Howard B. Rubin, M.D...............Natalie Rubin
Maxine Roth..................................Bonnie Rubin-Herzberg
Edna Schwartzberg, Dr. Hartley (Lee)
Schwartzberg.................................Roger & Vicki Schwartzberg
Maxine Roth..................................Edwin & Marilyn Warner
Harriet Robbins.............................Jean Weisman

Brotherhood Fund
In Memory Of:

Anthony Angelo Pezzuti..............Carolee & Robert Pezzuti

Temple General Fund
In Honor Of:

Good health to all congregants...George Houff
Women of Distinction - Andrea Feldman
& Sheila Miller...............................Israel & Elaine Miller

Temple Memorial Fund
In Memory Of:

Doris Rice Edmond,
Walda Sue Mantell........................Vivian Benci & Saul Lerner
Jerry Orns.......................................Jerry Orns Family Foundation
Henry E. Supowit,
Frances Supuwit............................Sandra Futchko
Burt Goldman...............................Linda Goldman
Margie Granoff,
Fay Joseph, Louis Joseph..............Lisa Granoff
Pauline Hollander.........................Marvin Hollander
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Gladys Kirschbaum, Milton Kirschbaum,
Jean Moccia....................................Denise Kirschbaum
Harold Krutchick,
Lucy Botwick Kuntz.....................Frances Krutchick
Dr. Howard Rubin........................Mimi & Maury Krystel
Ben Jacobs, Marilyn Jacobs, Dr. Howard Rubin,
Maxine Roth..................................Jason & Marsha Lesser
Julius Gassenheimer, Else Lynn..Lore K. Lynn
Dr. Howard Rubin........................Renee & Manny Raimi
Dody Bolin.....................................Steffi Rosenbaum
Marion Bauman
Steven Rosenfeld...........................Anita Rosenfeld
Gwen Hirschfield..........................Mandy Rubenstein
Phyllis Gross..................................Bonnie Rubin-Herzberg
Sam Bogdanowicz, Dr. Howard Rubin,
Lawrence H. Shuman...................Dorothy Shuman
Irving Marcus, Shirley Smith......Marilyn & Bruce Smith
Rose Weissman..............................Jane & Stewart Solomon
Minnie Steinberg, Bernice Stewart,
William Stewart............................Michael & Vicki Stewart

Religious School Scholarship Fund
In Memory Of:

Maxine Roth..................................Polly & Barry Kraus
Howard B. Rubin, M.D...............Ronnie Pollack

Igel Torah Fund
In Memory of:

Lusia Igel.........................................Toni & John Rinde
Maxine Roth..................................Bruce & Marilyn Smith
Maxine Roth..................................Sam & Judy Winer

Michael S. Haimes Memorial Fund
In Memory Of:

Zev Buffman, Florence Goldberg,
Peggy Word....................................Allen & Judith Haimes
.........................................................Debra Nader

Michael S. Haimes Memorial Fund
In Honor Of:

Zena Lansky birthday..................Debra Nader;
.........................................................Allen & Judith Haimes

Rabbi Discretionary Fund
In Memory Of:

Gwen Hirschfield..........................Friends of Gwen Hirschfield
Maxine Roth..................................Bernie & Marilyn Sapperstein

Harold S. Siegel Cantorial Fund
In Memory Of:

Gwen Hirschfield..........................Friends of Gwen Hirschfield
Leonora Sokol................................Warren & Genia Pandorf

